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1.

Introduction

This release information describes the most important functionalities delivered by Allocare AMS
Release 20.3.
The delivery of the software releases is handled via support or project managers. For additional
information regarding functionality, please contact our support:
Phone: +41 62 748 65 55
Fax: +41 62 748 65 59
Mail: support@allocare.com
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2.

General

Allocare AMS release 20.3 comes with a new Private Equity module. A variety of new transaction
types, methods and reporting components have been developed as a part of this module that support
the management of Private Equity funds.
In addition, several existing functionalities have been enhanced. The Values Graph, for example,
may now be used to show time series values of portfolios corresponding to the investments , and
the graph settings may be saved via templates and favorites. The order list can be configured to
automatically show updates in current list contents, which is useful when managing trades. Improvement in operating speed of the Reporting 2.0 module is also an important development in this
release.
In Allocare WEB, a new and multi-purpose dashboard component ‘PIS Chart’ is now available.
The PIS chart allows users to design and create custom components for dashboards. This component will be a helpful tool for relationship managers enabling them to generate summaries and
proposals with components specific to their clients and requirements. Moreover, the Notes editor,
Breach list and editor are now available via web.
Following are the most prominent developments:

Allocare AMS
 Private Equity: A new Private Equity module for private equity fund management is available.
 Order List Refresh: The order list now comes with options to configure an automatic refresh
or repeat search to view updated list contents.
 Reporting 2.0: The Reporting 2.0 module is now available with a twofold improvement in its
performance.
 Morningstar Data Service: The Analysis Tree shows realtime prices delivered by the Morningstar data service.

Allocare WEB
 PIS Chart: A new and multi-purpose dashboard component ‘PIS Chart’ is available.
 Notes Editor: Portfolio and client notes can be added or changed directly via the web application.
 Breach List and Editor: Breaches can be viewed and edited via the web application.
These and several other interesting new features and developments are described in the remaining
chapters of this document.
Important: Support for some obsolete file types from the GDF feed will be discontinued from
release 20.9 onwards. These are: P02, P08, P09, P12 and P13.
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3.

Allocare AMS

3.1

Private Equity

A new Private Equity module enables managing the lifecycle of private equity funds in the application. The purchase and sale of already existing private equity funds in the secondary market is
also supported via this module.
Note:

Private Equity is a separately licensed module of Allocare AMS.

The following image shows the private equity positions in the Analysis Tree:

Figure 1: Private Equity Positions in Analysis Tree

3.1.1

Investments

The following additional data can be defined in the investment object for private equity funds:
 Features Types (specific to private equity)
 Issuer Types
 Vintage Year

3.1.2

Transactions

Private equity funds are investment objects booked into a portfolio via transactions types of the
newly developed ‘Private Equity’ transaction group. Following is a table describing the new transaction types:
Transaction Type

Description

Commitment

Define the initial capital commitment or increase the outstanding capital
commitment of a private equity position. The commitment transactio n
creates the private equity position in the portfolio.

Capital Call

Transfer of capital from a cash account of the portfolio into the private
equity investment.
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Transaction Type

Description

Distribution

Transfer of capital from the private equity investment to the cash account
of the portfolio.

Valuation

Evaluation of a private equity position in a portfolio.

Liquidation

Set the amount of the private equity investment to zero. The private equity position remains in the portfolio, but the internal rate of return calculation stops.

Deactivation

Removes the private equity position from the portfolio. Only private equity position with a value of zero can be deactivated.

Secondary Purchase

Purchase of an already existing and funded private equity investment in
the secondary market. Within the transaction, the original capital commitment and the open commitment can be defined.

Secondary Sale

Sale of an existing private equity investment in the secondary market.
This transaction type includes a liquidation and deactivation movement,
so the private equity investment is booked out of the portfolio.

The Private Equity Transaction editor allows entering the relevant data :

Figure 2: Private Equity Transaction Editor

Note:

Movements and other settings regarding method calculation linked to Private Equity
transactions can be configured via the Movement Private Equity category in the
Code Values editor.
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3.1.3

Methods

Depending on the calculation time, the private equity methods are categorized as Point in Time
methods or Period Based methods.

Point in Time Methods
Point in Time values are calculated for a given as-of date. The calculations also include the historical cash flows since inception. Following is a list of Point in Time methods:
Method

Description

Vintage Year

This method shows the vintage year of private equity fund. The year is
stored in the Issue/General tab of the investment object.

Capital Commitment
Local

This method shows the capital commitment in investment currency of
the private equity fund investment on day T.

Capital Commitment

This method shows the capital commitment in valuation currency of the
private equity fund investment on day T.

Total Commitment

This method displays the total amount of all committed capital to the
private equity fund investment.

Total Commitment %

This method calculates the capital commitment of a subportfolio in percentage of the total capital commitment. The total capital commitment
has a related legal entity time series ‘Total Commitment’ that contains
the total amount of all committed capital to the private equity fund investments.

Unfunded Commitment Local

This method calculates the unfunded commitment in investment currency of a private equity fund investment on day T. Unfunded commitment represents the money that has been committed to the private equity fund investment but not transferred. The initial unfunded commitment equals the initial capital commitment of the private equity position.

Unfunded Commitment

This method calculates the unfunded commitment in valuation currency
of a private equity fund investment on day T.

Unfunded Commitment %

This method calculates the unfunded commitment of a private equity
fund investment in percentage of the capital commitment on day T.

Funded Commitment
Local

This method calculates the funded commitment in investment currency
of a private equity fund investment on day T. The funded commitment
local represents how much of the capital commitment has already been
reduced by contributions or increased by distributions (recallable) into
the private equity fund investment.

Funded Commitment

This method calculates the funded commitment in valuation currency
of a private equity fund investment on day T.

Funded Commitment
%

This method calculates the funded commitment of a private equity fund
investment in percentage of the capital commitment on day T.

Cum. Contributions
Local

This method calculates the sum of all contributions in investment currency, which were invested into the private equity fund investment from
inception date until day T.
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Method

Description

Cum. Contributions

This method calculates the cumulative contributions in valuation currency, which were invested into the private equity fund investment from
inception date until day T.

Cum. Distributions Lo- This method calculates the cumulative distributions (incl. recallable
cal
distributions) in investment currency, which were returned from the
private equity fund investment to the investor from inception date until
day T.
Cum. Distributions

This method calculates the cumulative distributions (incl. recallable
distributions) in valuation currency of the portfolio, which were returned from the private equity fund investment to the investor from inception date until day T.

Cum. Recall. Distributions Local

This method calculates the cumulative recallable distributions in investment currency, which were returned from the private equity fund
investment to the investor from inception date until day T.

Cum. Recall. Distributions

This method calculates the cumulative recallable distributions in valuation currency of the portfolio, which were returned from the private
equity fund investment to the investor from inception date until day T.

Total Value Local

This method calculates the sum of cumulative distributions since inception from the private equity fund investment to the investor and the
value on day T in investment currency.

Total Value

This method calculates the sum of cumulative distributions since inception from the private equity fund investment to the investor and the
current value on day T in valuation currency.

Value Creation Local

This method calculates the difference between the total value and the
funded commitment in investment currency on day T.

Value Creation

This method calculates the difference between the total value and the
funded commitment in valuation currency on day T.

DIC Local

The method “Distribution to Capital Commitment Local” calculates the
ratio between the cumulative distributions since inception and the capital commitment in investment currency.

DIC

The method “Distribution to Capital Commitment” calculates the ratio
between the cumulative distributions since inception and the capital
commitment in valuation currency.

PIC Local

The method “Paid-In Capital to Capital Commitment Local” calculates
the ratio between the cumulative contributions since inception and the
capital commitment in investment currency on day T.

PIC

The method “Paid-In Capital to Capital Commitment” calculates the
ratio between the cumulative contributions since inception and the capital commitment in valuation currency on day T.

RVPI Local

The method “Residual Value to Paid In Capital Local” calculates the
ratio between the value of the private equity position on day T and the
capital commitment in investment currency.

RVPI

The method “Residual Value to Paid-In Capital” calculates the ratio
between the value of the private equity position on day T and the capital
commitment in valuation currency.
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Method

Description

DPI Local

The method “Distribution to Paid-In Capital Local” calculates the ratio
between the cumulative distributions since inception and the cumulative contributions since inception in investment currency on day T.

DPI

The method “Distribution to Paid-In Capital” calculates the ratio between the cumulative distributions since inception and the cumulative
contributions since inception in valuation currency on day T.

TVPI Local

The method “Total Value to Paid-In Capital Local” calculates the ratio
between the total value and divide this by the cumulative contributions
since inception in investment currency on day T.

TVPI

The method “Total Value to Paid-In Capital” calculates the ratio between total value and the cumulative contributions since inception in
valuation currency on day T.

SI-IRR Local

This method calculates the since inception internal rate of return annualised of a private equity fund investment in investment currency.

SI-IRR

This method calculates the since inception internal rate of return annualised of a private equity fund investment in valuation currency.

SI-IRR Local (Client)

This method calculates the since inception internal rate of return in investment currency annualised. It uses a client specific policy for flow
definition.

SI-IRR (Client)

This method calculates the since inception internal rate of return annualised. It uses a client specific policy for flow definition.

SI-IRR Local (Gross)

This method calculates the since inception internal rate of return in investment currency annualised. It uses a gross policy for flow definition.

SI-IRR (Gross)

This method calculates the since inception internal rate of return annualised. It uses a gross policy for flow definition.

Period Based Methods
Following is a list of Period Based methods:
PE Method

Description

Cum. Contributions
Local Period

This method calculates the cumulative contributions in investment currency, which were invested into the private equity fund investment over
a period. All movement details in private equity transactions, which
have the code value “Contribution/Distribution” set to “Contribution”,
are considered in calculation.

Cum. Contributions
Period

This method calculates the cumulative contributions in valuation currency, which were invested into the private equity fund investment over
a period. All movement details in private equity transactions, which
have the code value “Contribution/Distribution” set to “Contribution”,
are considered in calculation.

Cum. Distributions
Local Period

This method calculates the cumulative distributions in investment currency, which were returned from the private equity fund investment to
the investor over a period.
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PE Method

Description

Cum. Distributions
Period

This method calculates the cumulative distributions in valuation currency, which were returned from the private equity fund investment to
the investor over a period.

Cum. Recall. Distributions Local Period

This method calculates the cumulative recallable distributions in investment currency, which were returned from the private equity fund
investment to the investor over a period.

Cum. Recall. Distributions Period

This method calculates the cumulative recallable distributions in valuation currency, which were returned from the private equity fund investment to the investor over a period.

3.2

Analysis Tree

3.2.1

Values Graph Enhancements

Values Graph has been enhanced with an option to show time series values of portfolios corresponding to the investments selected in tree. Users also have the possibility to analyse these values
together with a comparison portfolio such as the benchmark or model.
Accordingly, the Values Graph option in the Analysis Tree context menu has been extended as
follows:

Figure 3: Values Graph, Portfolio option in the Analysis Tree context menu

 Investments : Opens Values Graph showing values corresponding to the investments selected
in tree (as before).
 Portfolios : Opens Values Graph showing values of the portfolios corresponding to the selected investments in tree.
 Investments: Shows a sub-menu of templates for the investment values graph. A template contains predefined graph settings and layout information displaying the Values Graph (see the
Values Graph Templates section below).
Upon selecting a template, the Values Graph with the respective configuration opens, showing
the selected investments.
 Portfolios: Shows a sub-menu of templates for the portfolio values graph.
Upon selecting a template, the Values Graph with the respective configuration opens, showing
the portfolios corresponding to the selected investments.
After selecting required investments in the Analysis Tree, the Values Graph, Portfolios option
from the context menu can be used to view the Values Graph.
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A graph of portfolio values (Pfo Value time series) corresponding to the portfoli o appears:

Figure 4: Portfolio Values Graph highlighting the Settings button

Note that the button named ‘Properties’ in the previous versions of the application has been renamed to ‘Settings’.
Any other time series type, that may be required, can be selected in the Graph Settings dialog
(opened via the Settings button in the graph window) via the Type field. Moreover, a comparison
portfolio may also be selected via the new Compare with field:

Figure 5: Graph Settings
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The following image shows the Values Graph showing a comparison of the TWR Daily time series
values for the selected investments and a Benchmark:

Figure 6: Values Graph Showing the TWR Daily Values

Values Graph Templates
Values Graphs for investments and for portfolios may now be opened with predefined settings from
a template. A template can be saved by pressing the Save button on the Working Template toolbar ,
while the Values Graph window is open in the application. The Save Template dialog opens,
wherein users may select whether to save only settings, layout or both in the template:

Figure 7: Save Template for Values Graph

Once the template is saved, the respective context-menu options become available. Graph templates saved for investments can be selected from the Investments sub-menu, and similarly the
ones for portfolios are available under the Portfolios sub-menu.

Figure 8: Analysis Tree context menu showing options for selecting Graph templates
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The Values Graph templates for portfolios are also available via the portfolio list context-menu:

Figure 9: Opening the Values Graph Using a Template

3.2.2

Morningstar Data Service

Real time prices from Morningstar data service are now available in the application.
Note:

This is a separately licensed functionality.

The respective service must be selected in the Code Values category ‘Realtime Configuration’.
These prices can be viewed in the Analysis Tree, and can also be used for method calculation.
The following methods can be selected in the tree to view real time prices:
 Realtime Price: Shows the Morningstar price if available, otherwise the clean price (Closing
time series), as of today.
 Realtime Change: Shows the difference between realtime price and the clean price, as of today.
If there is no Morningstar price available, the value is empty.
 Realtime TimeStamp: Shows the time of the last trade, as reported by Morningstar. If there is
no Morningstar price available, the value is empty.
 Realtime Value: Shows the value calculated using realtime price, with the inventory based on
the given as-of date.

Release Information 20.3
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Figure 10: Analysis Tree showing Real-time Values delivered by Morningstar

3.2.3

Search and Group Commands

A new command ‘Select By’ is available to select rows containing a given text in the Analysis
Tree. Clicking Select By from the Analysis Tree context menu opens a Select dialog, where the
required text can be entered. On pressing OK, all rows containing the text are selected:

Figure 11: Select By Command in Analysis Tree
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The Group command used for grouping selected positions in the Analysis Tree now comes with an
additional option to create a Rest group, which contains all remaining positions. The following
example image shows the grouping of positions selected via the Select by command (in the previous example):

Figure 12: Grouping in Analysis Tree
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3.3

Trade Order Management

3.3.1

Automatic Update of Order List Contents

The order list now comes with options to configure an automatic update of the list contents. This
will allow users to see any changes in orders that are being currently viewed in the li st, without
having to explicitly refresh or repeat a search.
The automatic update feature is off by default signalled by the OFF label
corner of the list. On clicking OFF, the respective options appear:

on the lower right

The options are:
 Refresh: When marked, refreshes the list contents in intervals defined via the Update Speed
option (below). The refresh symbol
replaces the off label indicating that the list is being
refreshed automatically. The automatic refresh shows changes (if any) for orders a lready displayed in the list.
 Repeat Search: When marked, repeats the last search executed for the list, in intervals defined
via the Update Speed option (below). The repeat search symbol
indicates that the list is
being updated automatically by repeating the search. New orders satisfying the search criteria
now may appear in the list, and orders no more satisfying the criteria will not be displayed any
more.
 Update Speed: Defines the time interval after which the Refresh/Repeat Search operation is
executed. The interval may be set to Low (30 seconds), Normal (10 seconds) or High (5 seconds).
The following image shows the effect of the refresh and repeat search operations on an order list
when an order status is changed. The list originally shows orders with ‘Ready’ status. The status
of one of the orders is changed to ‘Complete’. On ‘Refresh’, this change will be shown in the list.
However, on ‘Repeat Search’, this order will no more be displayed in the list, because the search
is executed again and only the orders with ‘Ready’ status are shown.

Release Information 20.3
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Figure 13: Order List Refresh

The order list behaviour regarding the automatic refresh / repeat search operations is referred to as
the ‘Refresh Policy’. The Refresh Policy for an order list added to the Favorites can be defined via
the Define Refresh dialog:

Figure 14: Define Refresh Policy
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3.3.2

Free Form Order Search

A Free Form tab has been added to the Order Search dialog that allows user to script advanced
queries specific to their requirements. The Term, Operator and Value menu buttons provide the
options to write the search queries:

Figure 15: Free Form Order Search

3.3.3

Current Price in Trade Editor

The current investment price can now be viewed within the Trade GUI by enabling the respective
property in the Code Values Editor (Trade Transaction Group).

Figure 16: Current Investment Price in Trade GUI
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3.3.4

Constraint and Validation Details

Details regarding constraints and validation can be viewed directly from the order editors. In the
History tab of the editor, double-clicking Details in the respective column opens the dialog:

Figure 17: Viewing Validation Details from the Order Editor

3.4

Transactions

3.4.1

Customer Specific Transaction Types

Users can create customer specific transaction types based on the existing transaction types. This
is achieved by adding a new code value in the ‘Transaction Type’ category in the Code Values
editor. The Base Code Value and the Order Purpose Group Mask for the new type can be selected,
as required. The Base Code Value specifies the base transaction type on which the new custom
type will be based. Movements in the new transaction type are same as the base transa ction.
New types can be created for the following transaction groups:
 Management
 Acquisition Value
 Borrowing/Lending
 Exercise/Assignment
 Swap
 Internal Transfer
 Portfolio Transfer

Release Information 20.3
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Figure 18: Customer Specific Transaction Types

3.4.2

Portfolio Quick Info in Transaction Editors

A balloon tip showing portfolio information appears when the mouse cursor is brought over the
Portfolio field in transaction editors:

Figure 19: Portfolio Quick Info in Transaction Editors

The balloon tip provides quick information on the portfolio which can be useful, for instance to
verify this information concerning the FIDLEG requirements. The balloon tip display can be configured via the Code Values category ‘Portfolio Quick Info’.

3.4.3

Hidden Movement Types

Movement types of categories Own / Other Taxes and Own / Other Transaction Costs can be set to
‘Hidden’ via the respective setting in the Code Values Editor.

Release Information 20.3
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3.5

Portfolio Beneficial Owner

The Beneficial Owner of a portfolio can be defined in the Portfolio editor independently from the
Client. A Beneficial Owner refers to a Client legal entity. The portfolio search has been extended
to include Beneficial Owner as a parameter, and it is also shown in the portfolio list via a corresponding column.

Figure 20: Portfolio Beneficial Owner

3.6

Attributes and Methods

3.6.1

Portfolio Value with Full Precision

A new attribute ‘Pfo Full Value’ has been added with the respective daily and monthly Time Series
types. The associated method calculates total value of the sub-portfolio using unrounded values.

3.6.2

Performance Methods

New variants of performance methods, that use portfolio reference currency for performance calculation instead of the evaluation currency, are now available. These new methods can be used in
the Analysis Tree and Matrix only. These are:
 TWR Total (Ref Ccy)
 TWR Contrib Total (Ref Ccy)
 MWR Total (Ref Ccy)
 AIC (Ref Ccy).

3.6.3

Display Methods

The following two new methods are available to display the respective values in the Analysis Tree:
 Last Purchase Date
 Last Trade Date

3.6.4

Management Fee Calculation

The application allows calculating management fees with weighted deductions. This is achieved
by specifying a weighing factor for the assets in the exclusion list. An exclusion list defines the
assets on which management fees are not payable. The value of these assets is excluded from the
total portfolio value before fee calculation.
Note:

This is a separately licensed functionality.
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As per the new feature, when defining an asset in the exclusion list, a Factor can be entered. The
factor is a weighted percentage of the asset to be excluded. For example, Factor=0. 4 implies that
40% of the asset will be excluded. No value in the Factor field results in the entire asset to be
excluded.

Figure 21: Defining an asset in an exclusion list derived attribute

3.7

Usability

The following enhancements have been made in continuation of the usability initiative:

3.7.1

Fees/Taxes Tab in the Transaction Editors

The transaction fees and taxes can be defined using an inline editing grid in the Fees/Taxes tab:

Figure 22: Trade Transaction - Fees / Taxes Tab

The defined fees / taxes can be calculated by pressing
Release Information 20.3
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3.7.2

Search Transactions by Reference

Transactions can be searched by references from a Reference System of choice via the new Search
By Reference functionality. The following image shows the transactions retrieved in the list for
the given references:

Figure 23: Transaction Search by Reference

The example image above uses the general transaction references specified in the Transaction tab
of the editor (Reference System= ‘Reference’). The search can be performed for references from
any other Reference Systems (specified in the Reference tab of the editor).

3.7.3

Search Reports by ID

A report can be searched by its identifier, by selecting the identifier type (i.e. internal or external)
and entering the required identifier:

Figure 24: Report Definition Search
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3.7.4

Search Legal Entities by Identifiers

Legal entities can be searched by identifiers from a selected Identifier System.

Figure 25: Search Legal Entities by Identifiers

The example image above uses an Identifier System ‘NATIONAL_ID’. The search can be performed for identifiers from any other Identifier System.

3.7.5

View Password

The password entered on the Login dialog can be viewed by pressing the Eye icon in the field:

Figure 26: Login Password Display
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4.

Allocare AMS Reports

4.1

Private Equity Reporting

A new Private Equity reporting component is also available as a part of the Private Equity module.
The GUI allows selecting the required method for reporting:

Figure 27: Private Equity Overview – Report GUI
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A sample report is shown below:

Figure 28: Private Equity Overview Report

4.2

Enhanced Performance - Reporting 2.0

A new version of Reporting 2.0 with several performance improvements is available. Following is
a select list of the enhancements:
 The rendering speed has been optimized.
 Data retrieval processes have been improved. This applies specially to derived attribute evaluation, queries for inventory, time series and transactions/movements.
 Pre-compiled report components (composition modules, compositions, standard) can be used
for report production to speed up the process.
 Auxiliary components involved in report production such as style sheet, chart templates, and
configuration will be cached.
 Print operations have been improved for cases when default printer is a network printer.
 Value/Column chooser is also optimized.
 Start time for report GUIs has been improved, especially in conjunction witch the Check Time
Series functionality.
 Start time for the report composer has been improved. Preview mode is now OFF per default.

Important: The reporting engine version has been updated to ‘2.1’ due to the respective API
changes. It is recommended to check customer specific reports (of type Standard,
Composition, Composition Module, Master Reports) and migrate them accordingly.
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4.3

Enhanced Reporting Components

4.3.1

Balance Statement

A new column ‘Movement Type’ is available for reporting:

Figure 29: Movement Types in Balance Statement

4.3.2

Transaction Journal

A new column ‘Charges Detail’ is available that will be displayed for:
 Charges
 Charges (investment)
 All in – Fee
 Or derived from (Base Code Value)
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Figure 30: Transaction Journal with Charges Detail

4.3.3

Pie/Doughnut Charts

A new Point Label Mode has been introduced for Pie/Doughnut charts.

Figure 31: Point Label Mode = Standard

4.3.4

Figure 32: Point Label Mode = Next to Slice

Saving Objects

It is now possible to save a copy of an embedded Image, Word, Excel, PowerPoint, E-mail (Outlook, Exchange) or PDF document from reports.
E-mail content can be stored in a report definition of type E-mail (Outlook, Exchange).
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4.3.5

Technical Upgrades

 Updated Stimulsoft Version: The latest version of the Reporting 2.0 engine (Stimulsoft Reports) version 2020.3.2 is now deployed.
 New PDF Generator: A new PDF generator based on the Acrobat PDF Converter SDK has
been introduced.
 Allocare PS and EPS Creator: The default printer resolution has been changed to 1200dpi for
the Allocare PS and EPS Creator virtual printers.
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5.

Allocare AMS Integration

5.1

Allocare General Data Feed (GDF)

5.1.1

New File Type: Notes (P58)

A new file type P58 intended for notes data is available.

5.1.2

New Fields

 Time Series Data (P06): A new field for Internal ID of Investment Object has been added to
version 4.2.
 Legal Entity Holding Structures (P50): Two new fields ‘Relation Type’ and ‘Link Type’ have
been added.
 Portfolio (P31): The Beneficial Owner legal entity field has been added to version 4.5.

Important: Support for some obsolete file types from the GDF feed will be discontinued from
release 20.9 onwards. These are: P02, P08, P09, P12 and P13.
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6.

Allocare WEB

6.1

Portfolio Information Summary (PIS) Chart

A new dashboard component ‘PIS Chart’ is available that allows users to design and create custom
components for dashboards. This will be a helpful tool for relation managers enabling them to
generate summaries and proposals with components specific to their client s and requirements.
Moreover, the Notes editor, Breach list and editor are now available via web.
The following image shows a component created using the PIS Chart and the respective Settings.

Figure 33: Creating Page Components with PIS Chart

Figure 34: PIS Chart Settings
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Note:

6.2

It is important to note that the components created using the PIS Chart display data
from the existing time series data. Unavailable or inconsistent data may lead to unexpected results.

Note List and Editor

The Allocare WEB application now allows viewing and editing existing notes, as well as inserting
new notes.
The Notes page can be opened using the Notes option in the Standing Data menu. This page shows
the Parameters for specifying search criteria. The results are displayed in a list:

Figure 35: Note List

From the Notes page, the Note Editor can be opened either for creating a new note or for editing
an existing note:
 On pressing the New Note button, the editor opens with empty fields that can be defined and
saved for creating the new note.
 On clicking on a Note Reference or a Note text in the list, the editor shows the respective note
for editing.
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Figure 36: Note Editor Opened for Editing an Existing Note

6.3

Breach List and Editor

The application also allows viewing and editing existing breaches over web. Because of this enhancement, breaches that need to be reviewed are now available to the concerned user (i.e. to whom
the breach is assigned) via Allocare WEB. Assigned users receive a notification for any breaches
pending for their review. Notifications can be viewed by pressing the

button:

Figure 37: Notifications

Clicking the breach notification opens the Breach List page showing the breach(es) to be re viewed.
Alternatively, the Breach List page may also be opened using the Breach List option in the Compliance menu. The pages shows various Parameters to search and view breaches:
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Figure 38: Breach List

To view details, a breach can be opened via clicking on the respective link in the Breach List. The
assigned user can add his/her response in the Response section of the editor with options to provide
necessary remarks or upload a document:

Figure 39: Breach Editor - Adding a Response

After adding a response, the user presses Save and then Send Response to complete the review.
This feature allows manager to stay on top of the breach review tasks via Allocare WEB.
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6.4

Miscellaneous

6.4.1

Custom Dashboards in the Main Menu

Custom dashboards may also be accessed via the Main Menu. In Page Composer, a new field
‘Menu’ allows selecting a Main Menu item, to which the respective page can be added.
The following example shows the composed page ‘Quarterly Performance Report’ being acces sed
via the Main Menu under the Performance/Risk item:

Figure 40: Adding a Composed Page to the Performance/Risk Menu

Accordingly, the page will also appear under the respective group in the Booklet Editor.

6.4.2

Transaction and Investment Search

The transaction and investment search pages support now additional search criteria.

Figure 41: Classification fields added to the Transaction Search criteria

6.4.3

Checklist Search

The following additional parameters are available in the Portfolio Filter area of Checklist Search:
 Name: Specifies the name of the linked portfolio.
 Function: This parameter works together with the Manager parameter. It specifies a function,
thereby retrieving only the portfolios where the selected Manager operates as per the specified
Function.
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Figure 42: New Parameters for Checklist Search

6.4.4

Portfolio Search

The following new parameters are available:
 Function: This parameter works together with the Manager parameter. It specifies a function,
thereby retrieving only the portfolios where the selected Manager operates as per the specified
Function.
 Description: This parameter enables users to list portfolios with a given description (or a part
of description).

6.4.5

Showing a Disclaimer

Allocare WEB allows the option to set up an information (e.g. a disclaimer) that is displayed upon
application launch, only if the user has not seen it before. The user must agree to the displayed
information before continuing to work with the application.
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7.

System Requirements

7.1

Operating Systems

Allocare AMS Release 20.3 supports the following operating systems for workstations:


Windows 10



Windows 8 and Windows 8.1



Windows 7 (Service Pack 1)

Allocare AMS Release 20.3 supports the following server operating systems running Microsoft
SQL Server or Internet Information Services:


Windows Server 2019



Windows Server 2016



Windows Server 2012 and Windows Server 2012 R2



Windows Server 2008 R2 (Service Pack 1 required for SQL Server installation)

7.2

Database Management Systems

Allocare AMS Release 20.3 supports the following database management systems:


Microsoft SQL Server 2017 (Cumulative Update 19)



Microsoft ODBC Driver 17 for SQL Server version 17.4.2 or higher



Microsoft SQL Server 2016 (Service Pack 1)



Microsoft SQL Server 2014 (Service Pack 1)



Microsoft SQL Server 2012 (Service Pack 3)

 SQL Server Native Client 10.0 and 11.0

7.3

Web Servers

Allocare WEB Release 20.3 will run on Microsoft IIS 7.0 up to 10.0.


ASP.NET 4.6.1 (Microsoft .NET Framework 4.6.1 is required).

Note:

7.4

Microsoft IIS versions lower than 8.0 will not be supported from Allocare AMS release 20.3 onwards. In addition, Windows Server 2012 will be a minimum requirement from release 20.3.

Web Browsers

Allocare WEB Release 20.3 supports the following web browsers 1:


Microsoft Internet Explorer - version 8



Microsoft Edge (Windows 10) - version 12



Firefox - version 25



Chrome - version 37



Safari on macOS and iOS - version 8

1

Only the minimum supported versions noted here.
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7.5

Installation Requirements

The following information is for people responsible for the installation of the Allocare AMS application.

7.5.1

Microsoft Visual C++ Redistributable

A required prerequisite to run the Allocare AMS application suite is Microsoft Visual C++ 2017
Redistributable – 14.12.2581.0 which must be available on a client machine.
It will be automatically installed when using the Setup executable provided on the installation CD.
When the Setup executable is not used the redistributable has to be installed manually or the files
have to be copied from the CD.

7.5.2

Universal C Runtime

A second required prerequisite is the Update for Universal C Runtime in Windows (KB2999226).
Microsoft Visual C++ Redistributable installation also includes this update and therefore no further installation step is required.
When Allocare AMS is installed by copying all files from the installation CD, this update must be
installed on the system manually (if not already installed by the Windows Update).

7.5.3

Microsoft .NET Framework

A required prerequisite to run the Allocare AMS application suite is Microsoft .NET Framework
4.6.1 which must be available on a client machine.
It will be automatically installed when using the Setup executable provided on the installation CD.
When the Setup executable is not used the redistributable has to be installed manually.
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8.

Overview of Available Modules

8.1

Standard Modules

Module

Description

Standing Data

Various editors and lists for maintaining the standing data necessary for asset management.

Portfolio Analysis

Analysis Tree and Matrix for analyzing portfolio figures under
different scenarios, constraints, events and more.

Transaction Management

Transaction management features for a multitude of transaction
types.

Performance Measurement

A vast array of methods for measuring portfolio returns.

Constraints

Setup of constraints and monitoring portfolios.

Standard reports

Approximately 30 standard reports covering the basic requirements for portfolio management reporting.

Administration

An administration tool for managing users, groups and other security features.

Executive

A batch tool for automated calculations.

Integration

A tool for the import / export of feed data.

Info

A communication tool enabling exchange of messages between
the users / groups of the same database.

8.2

Add-On Modules

Module

Description

Allocare WEB

Web based solution for investors and asset owners to analyse
portfolios anytime and anywhere.

BRM

Breach Management.

Checklists

Managing obligations concerning portfolios or legal entities via
checks.

Constraint Versioning and
4-Eyes-Principle

Managing constraint changes.

Corporate Actions

Automated processing of corporate actions.

Customized a)
Reporting

Customized reporting in your look & feel based on individual requirements.

FIA

Fixed Income Attribution.

FPV / TSS

Flexible Portfolio Valuation / Time Series Schema.

GIPS

Composite Management.

IP

Investment Proposal.

Legal Constraints a)

Legal/Regulatory Constraints for funds.

MFC

Management and Performance Fee Calculation.
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Module

Description

MiFID Transaction
Reporting

MiFID II / MiFIR data setup and transaction reporting.

PE

Private Equity

RTV

Real Time Valuation (prices, FX).

Scenario/ Stress Testing
Tax Reporting

a)

Scenario and Stress Testing Analysis.
Tax Reporting for several countries.

TCC

Transaction Cost Calculation (includes Actual/Target Cost Analysis).

TOM

Trade Order Management.

Reporting 2.0

Report customization, composition and design / development
modules.

Value at Risk (VaR)

Value at Risk Analysis (historic, Monte Carlo, RiskMetrics).

8.3

Standard Interfaces

Module

Description

Allocare GDF

Allocare General Data Feed (GDF) is a standard interface to import data and export data from an Allocare AMS Database.

Market Data a)

Interfaces to market data providers (e.g. SIX Financial Information, Bloomberg).

Custodiansa)

Interfaces to more than ten custodians (e.g. State Street, UBS,
Pictet, …) in multiple booking centers.

Ordersa)

Interfaces to Brokers/Trading platforms (e.g. Bloomberg TSOX /
EMSX).

Settlement
Instructions

Instructions for custodians and brokers.

Core Applications a)

Interfaces to Core Banking (e.g. Avaloq) or Investment and Fund
Accounting Systems (e.g. GP3, SAP).

a)

Please contact Allocare Support for latest information on coverage.
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